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TRANSFORM BOUNDS IMPLY UNIFORM RECTIFIABILITY OF

BOUNDARIES OF 1-SIDED NTA DOMAINS

STEVE HOFMANN, JOSÉ MARÍA MARTELL, AND SVITLANA MAYBORODA

Abstract. Let E ⊂ Rn+1, n ≥ 2, be a closed, Ahlfors-David regular set of di-
mension n satisfying the “Riesz Transform bound”

sup
ε>0

∫
E

∣∣∣∣∫
{y∈E:|x−y|>ε}

x − y
|x − y|n+1 f (y) dHn(y)

∣∣∣∣2 dHn(x) ≤ C
∫

E
| f |2dHn .

Assume further that E is the boundary of a domain Ω ⊂ Rn+1 satisfying the
Harnack Chain condition plus an interior (but not exterior) Corkscrew condition.
Then E is uniformly rectifiable.
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1. Introduction

In 1991 David and Semmes proved that for a given Ahlfors-David regular set E
the boundedness of all singular integral operators with odd infinitely smooth ker-
nels in L2(E) is equivalent to the property that E is Uniformly Rectifiable [DS1].
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Rectifiability means that E consists of a countable number of images of Lipschitz
mappings, modulo a set of measure zero, and Uniform Rectifiability is a certain
quantitative, scale-invariant, version of this property. While the method of proof in
[DS1] required use of a large class of singular integral operators, it has been con-
jectured by the authors that the boundedness in L2(E) of one key singular operator,
the Riesz transform, is sufficient for Uniform Rectifiability of E.

The two-dimensional version of the Riesz transform conjecture, i.e., the fact
that boundedness of the Cauchy transform in L2(E) (where E is a 1-dimensional
Ahlfors-David regular set in the plane) implies Uniform Rectifiability of E, has
been established by Mattila, Melnikov and Verdera [MMV], using the so-called
Menger curvature. It was formally shown, however, that the Menger curvature ap-
proach is rigidly restricted to n + 1 = 2 [Fa]. This result, and the development
of related ideas, had significant consequences, including the eventual resolution,
in the remarkable work of X. Tolsa [To1], of a conjecture of Vitushkin concern-
ing the semi-additivity of analytic capacity, and the related 1880 Painlevé problem
of characterizing removable singularities of analytic functions in metric/geometric
terms; see also the earlier related work of Guy David [Da], as well as the mono-
graph of A. Volberg [Vo], where the author proves a higher dimensional analogue
of Vitushkin’s conjecture.

The main result of the present paper is as follows.

Theorem 1.1. Let E ⊂ Rn+1, n ≥ 2, be a closed, n-dimensional Ahlfors-David
regular set such that the Riesz transform is bounded in L2(E), that is,

(1.2) sup
ε>0

∫
E

∣∣∣∣∫
{y∈E:|x−y|>ε}

x − y
|x − y|n+1 f (y) dHn(y)

∣∣∣∣2 dHn(x) ≤ CE

∫
E
| f |2dHn .

Assume further that E is the boundary of a connected open set Ω ⊂ Rn+1 that
satisfies interior (but not necessarily exterior) Corkscrew and Harnack Chain con-
ditions. Then E is uniformly rectifiable.

The precise definitions of the Ahlfors-David regularity, Corkscrew, and Har-
nack chain conditions are somewhat technical and will be given below (cf. Def-
initions 1.3, 1.4, 1.5). In rough terms, the Ahlfors-David regularity is a natural
ambient assumption, essentially saying that the set E is n-dimensional at all scales.
The interior Corkscrew and Harnack Chain conditions are scale invariant analogues
of the topological properties of openness and path connectedness, respectively. We
shall use the terminology that a connected open set Ω ⊂ Rn+1 is a “1-sided NTA
domain” (NTA is for non-tangentially accessible) if it satisfies interior (but not nec-
essarily exterior) Corkscrew and Harnack Chain conditions. We remark that, in the
presence of Ahlfors-David regularity, by the result of [DJ], a “2-sided” Corkscrew
condition (i.e., the existence of a Corkscrew point in two different components of
Rn+1 \ E at every scale) would already imply uniform rectifiability, without fur-
ther conditions. On the other hand, if F denotes the “four corners Cantor set” of
Garnett, then F is Ahlfors-David regular, and is the boundary of the 1-sided NTA
domain R2 \ F, but is totally non-rectifiable. Moreover, the Ahlfors-David regular-
ity condition alone implies that some component of Rn+1 \ E contains a Corkscrew
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point, at every scale. Thus, from the point of view of rectifiability, there is a signif-
icant difference between the “1-sided” and the “2-sided” cases.

During the preparation of this manuscript, we learned that F. Nazarov, X. Tolsa,
and A. Volberg [NToV] have recently obtained a solution to the full conjecture, that
is, they have proved Theorem 1.1 without the 1-sided NTA assumption. Although
the present paper treats the conjecture only in a special case, we believe that our
method of proof, based on harmonic measure techniques, may be of independent
interest, and may eventually provide an alternative approach to the full conjecture.

As mentioned above, our approach to the proof of Theorem 1.1 is different from
that of the aforementioned works in the subject, including [NToV]. We exploit in
an essential way harmonicity of the Riesz transform, as well as recent results in
[HM], [HMU] which relate properties of harmonic measure to Uniform Rectifia-
bility. In [HM], and jointly with I. Uriarte-Tuero in [HMU], the first two authors
of the present paper have shown that for an Ahlfors-David regular set E, which is
the boundary of a 1-sided NTA domain, Uniform Rectifiability is equivalent to the
(weak) A∞ property of harmonic measure. Both the method of the proof in [HM],
[HMU], involving Extrapolation of Carleson Measures techniques, and the result
itself have been employed in the proof of Theorem 1.1.

We mention, without discussing in detail, an extensive list of related results in
the subject, including, but not limited to, connections between existence of princi-
pal values for Riesz transforms and rectifiability [To2], different versions of square
functions and rectifiability [DS2], [MV], [To3] and a rich array of geometric and
analytic characterizations of Uniform Rectifiability in [DS1], [DS2].

We pass at this point to a rigorous list of Definitions of the main concepts.

1.1. Notation and Definitions. We borrow some notation and definitions from
[HM] and [HMU]. For the sake of conciseness we will omit some of the back-
ground material developed there and the reader is recommended to have both ref-
erences handy.

• Harmless positive constants will be denoted by c,C and may change at each
occurrence. Unless otherwise specified these will depend only on dimension
and the “allowable parameters”, i.e., the constants appearing in the hypotheses
of Theorem 1.1. We shall also sometimes write a . b and a ≈ b to mean,
respectively, that a ≤ Cb and 0 < c ≤ a/b ≤ C, where the constants c and C are
as above.

• Given a domain Ω ⊂ Rn+1, we shall use lower case letters x, y, z, etc., to denote
points on ∂Ω, and capital letters X,Y,Z, etc., to denote generic points in Rn+1

(especially those in Rn+1 \ ∂Ω). We caution the reader that, when working with
a subdomain Ω′ of Ω, we shall use lower case letters to denote points on the
boundary of Ω′, even though these may be interior points of Ω.

• The open (n + 1)-dimensional Euclidean ball of radius r will be denoted B(x, r)
when the center x lies on ∂Ω, or B(X, r) when the center X ∈ Rn+1 \ ∂Ω. A
“surface ball” is denoted ∆(x, r) := B(x, r) ∩ ∂Ω.
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• Given a Euclidean ball B, or surface ball ∆, its radius will be denoted rB or r∆,
respectively.

• Given a Euclidean or surface ball B = B(X, r), or ∆ = ∆(x, r), its concentric
dilate by a factor of κ > 0 will be denoted by κB := B(X, κr) or κ∆ := ∆(x, κr).

• For X ∈ Rn+1, we set δ(X) := dist(X, ∂Ω).

• We let Hn denote n-dimensional Hausdorff measure, and let σ := Hn
∣∣
∂Ω

denote
the “surface measure” on ∂Ω.

• For a Borel set A ⊂ Rn+1, we let 1A denote the usual indicator function of A, i.e.
1A(x) = 1 if x ∈ A, and 1A(x) = 0 if x < A.

• For a Borel set A ⊂ Rn+1, we let int(A) denote the interior of A. If A ⊂ ∂Ω,
then int(A) will denote the relative interior, i.e., the largest relatively open set
in ∂Ω contained in A. Thus, for A ⊂ ∂Ω, the boundary is then well defined by
∂A := A \ int(A).

• We shall use the letter I (and sometimes J) to denote a closed (n+1)-dimensional
Euclidean cube with sides parallel to the co-ordinate axes, and we let `(I) denote
the side length of I. We use Q to denote a dyadic “cube” on ∂Ω. The latter exist,
given that ∂Ω is ADR (cf. [DS1], [Ch]), and enjoy certain properties which we
enumerate in Lemma 2.1 below.

Definition 1.3. (Corkscrew condition). Following [JK], we say that a domain
Ω ⊂ Rn+1 satisfies the “Corkscrew condition” if for some uniform constant c > 0
and for every surface ball ∆ := ∆(x, r), with x ∈ ∂Ω and 0 < r < diam(∂Ω), there
is a ball B(X∆, cr) ⊂ B(x, r) ∩ Ω. The point X∆ ⊂ Ω is called a “Corkscrew point”
relative to ∆. We note that we may allow r < C diam(∂Ω) for any fixed C, simply
by adjusting the constant c.

Definition 1.4. (Harnack Chain condition). Again following [JK], we say that
Ω satisfies the Harnack Chain condition if there is a uniform constant C such that
for every ρ > 0, Λ ≥ 1, and every pair of points X, X′ ∈ Ω with δ(X), δ(X′) ≥ ρ
and |X − X′| < Λ ρ, there is a chain of open balls B1, ..., BN ⊂ Ω, N ≤ C(Λ), with
X ∈ B1, X′ ∈ BN , Bk ∩ Bk+1 , Ø and C−1 diam(Bk) ≤ dist(Bk, ∂Ω) ≤ C diam(Bk).
The chain of balls is called a “Harnack Chain”.

Definition 1.5. (Ahlfors-David regular). We say that a closed set E ⊂ Rn+1 is
n-dimensional ADR (or simply ADR) if there is some uniform constant C such
that

(1.6)
1
C

rn ≤ Hn(E ∩ B(x, r)) ≤ C rn, ∀r ∈ (0,R0), x ∈ E,

where R0 is the diameter of E (which may be infinite). When E = ∂Ω, the boundary
of a domain Ω, we shall sometimes for convenience simply say that “Ω has the
ADR property” to mean that ∂Ω is ADR.

Definition 1.7. (Uniform Rectifiability). We say that a closed set E ⊂ Rn+1 is n-
dimensional UR (or simply UR) (“Uniformly Rectifiable”), if it satisfies the ADR
condition (1.6), and if for some uniform constant C and for every Euclidean ball
B := B(x0, r), r ≤ diam(E), centered at any point x0 ∈ E, we have the Carleson
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measure estimate

(1.8)
∫∫

B
|∇2S1(X)|2 dist(X, E) dX ≤ Crn,

where S f is the single layer potential of f , i.e.,

(1.9) S f (X) := cn

∫
E
|X − y|1−n f (y) dHn(y).

Here, the normalizing constant cn is chosen so that E(X) := cn|X|1−n is the usual
fundamental solution for the Laplacian in Rn+1. When E = ∂Ω, the boundary of
a domain Ω, we shall sometimes for convenience simply say that “Ω has the UR
property” to mean that ∂Ω is UR.

UR sets may be characterized in many ways, and were originally defined in
more explicitly geometrical terms (see [DS1, DS2]); Definition 1.7 is obtained as
a characterization of such sets in [DS2]. As mentioned above, the UR sets are
precisely those for which all “sufficiently nice” singular integrals are bounded on
L2 (see [DS1]).
Acknowledgements. We thank Ignacio Uriarte-Tuero for bringing the work of
Nazarov, Tolsa and Volberg to our attention. The first named author also thanks
Xavier Tolsa for explaining the proof of the main result of [NToV]. We are also
most grateful to the referee for a careful reading of the manuscript, and for numer-
ous suggestions to improve the exposition.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.1

2.1. Preliminaries. We collect some of the definitions and auxiliary results from
[HM] that will be used later. The reader is referred to [HM] for more details.

2.1.1. Dyadic Grids and Sawtooth domains.

Lemma 2.1. (Existence and properties of the “dyadic grid”) [DS1, DS2], [Ch]
(also [HM] for specific notation.) Suppose that E ⊂ Rn+1 satisfies the ADR condi-
tion (1.6). Then there is a collection of Borel sets (“cubes”)

D = D(E) = ∪kDk,

satisfying

(i) E = ∪Q∈Dk Q for each k ∈ Z and this union is comprised of disjoint sets.

(ii) If Q, Q′ ∈ D and Q ∩ Q′ , Ø then either Q ⊂ Q′ or Q′ ⊂ Q.

(iii) For each Q ∈ Dk and each m < k, there is a unique Q′ ∈ Dm with Q ⊂ Q′.

(iv) For each cube Q ∈ Dk, set `(Q) = 2−k. We shall refer to this quantity as
the “length” of Q. Then, `(Q) ≈ diam(Q) and there is a point xQ ∈ E,
referred to as the “center” of Q, a Euclidean ball B(xQ, r) and a surface ball
∆(xQ, r) := B(xQ, r) ∩ E such that r ≈ 2−k ≈ diam(Q) and

(2.2) ∆(xQ, r) ⊂ Q ⊂ ∆(xQ,Cr),

for some uniform constant C. We shall denote the respective balls by

(2.3) BQ := B(xQ, r) , ∆Q := ∆(xQ, r).
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A few remarks are in order concerning this lemma.

• In the setting of a general space of homogeneous type, this lemma has been
proved by Christ [Ch]. In that setting, the dyadic parameter 1/2 should be re-
placed by some constant δ ∈ (0, 1). It is a routine matter to verify that one may
take δ = 1/2 in the presence of the Ahlfors-David property (1.6) (in this more
restrictive context, the result already appears in [DS1, DS2]).

• For our purposes, we may ignore those k ∈ Z such that 2−k & diam(E), in the
case that the latter is finite.

• Let us now specialize to the case that E = ∂Ω, with Ω satisfying the Corkscrew
condition. Given Q ∈ D(∂Ω), we shall sometimes refer to a “Corkscrew point
relative to Q”, which we denote by XQ, and which we define to be the corkscrew
point X∆ relative to the ball ∆ := ∆Q (cf. (2.2), (2.3) and Definition 1.3). We
note that

(2.4) δ(XQ) ≈ dist(XQ,Q) ≈ diam(Q).

• For a dyadic cube Q ∈ D, we let k(Q) denote the “dyadic generation” to which
Q belongs, i.e., we set k = k(Q) if Q ∈ Dk; thus, `(Q) = 2−k(Q).

We next introduce some “discretized” and “geometric” sawtooth and Carleson
regions from [HM, Section 3]. Given a “dyadic cube” Q ∈ D(∂Ω), the discretized
Carleson region DQ is defined to be

(2.5) DQ :=
{

Q′ ∈ D : Q′ ⊂ Q
}
.

Given a family F of disjoint cubes {Q j} ⊂ D, we define the global discretized
sawtooth relative to F by

(2.6) DF := D \
⋃
F

DQ j ,

i.e., DF is the collection of all Q ∈ D that are not contained in any Q j ∈ F . Given
some fixed cube Q, the local discretized sawtooth relative to F is given by

(2.7) DF ,Q := DQ \
⋃
F

DQ j = DF ∩ DQ.

We also introduce the “geometric” Carleson regions and sawtooths. In the se-
quel, Ω ⊂ Rn+1, n ≥ 2, will be a 1-sided NTA domain with ADR boundary. Let
W =W(Ω) denote a collection of (closed) dyadic Whitney cubes of Ω, so that the
cubes inW form a covering of Ω with non-overlapping interiors, which satisfy

(2.8) 4 diam (I) ≤ dist(4I, ∂Ω) ≤ dist(I, ∂Ω) ≤ 40 diam (I)

and also

(2.9) diam(I1) ≈ diam(I2), whenever I1 and I2 touch.

Let X(I) denote the center of I and let `(I) denote the side length of I, and write
k = kI if `(I) = 2−k.

Given 0 < λ < 1 and I ∈ W we write I∗ = (1 + λ)I for the “fattening” of I. By
taking λ small enough, we can arrange matters so that, first, dist(I∗, J∗) ≈ dist(I, J)
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for every I, J ∈ W, and secondly, I∗ meets J∗ if and only if ∂I meets ∂J (the fat-
tening thus ensures overlap of I∗ and J∗ for any pair I, J ∈ W whose boundaries
touch, so that the Harnack Chain property then holds locally, with constants de-
pending upon λ, in I∗∪ J∗). By choosing λ sufficiently small, we may also suppose
that there is a τ ∈ (1/2, 1) such that for distinct I, J ∈ W, τJ ∩ I∗ = Ø.

For every Q we can construct a familyW∗
Q ⊂ W and define

(2.10) UQ :=
⋃

I∈W∗
Q

I∗ ,

satisfying the following properties: XQ ∈ UQ and there are uniform constants k∗

and K0 such that

k(Q) − k∗ ≤ kI ≤ k(Q) + k∗ , ∀I ∈ W∗
Q(2.11)

X(I)→UQ XQ , ∀I ∈ W∗
Q

dist(I,Q) ≤ K0 2−k(Q) , ∀I ∈ W∗
Q .

Here X(I)→UQ XQ means that the interior of UQ contains all the balls in a Harnack
Chain (in Ω), connecting X(I) to XQ, and moreover, for any point Z contained in
any ball in the Harnack Chain, we have dist(Z, ∂Ω) ≈ dist(Z,Ω\UQ) ,with uniform
control of the implicit constants. The constants k∗, K0 and the implicit constants in
the condition X(I) →UQ XQ in (2.11) depend only on the “allowable parameters”
and on λ. The reader is refereed to [HM] for full details.

We may then define the Carleson box associated to Q by

(2.12) TQ := int

 ⋃
Q′∈DQ

UQ′

 .

Similarly, we may define geometric sawtooth regions as follows. As above, given
a family F of disjoint cubes {Q j} ⊂ D, we define the global sawtooth relative to
F and the local sawtooth relative to F for some fixed Q ∈ D by

(2.13) ΩF := int

 ⋃
Q′∈DF

UQ′

 , ΩF ,Q := int

 ⋃
Q′∈DF ,Q

UQ′

 .

Analogously we can define fattened versions of the aforementioned regions as
follows:
(2.14)

U f at
Q :=

⋃
I∈W∗

Q

4I, Ω
f at
F

:= int

 ⋃
Q′∈DF

U f at
Q′

 , T f at
Q := int

 ⋃
Q′∈DQ

U f at
Q′

 ,

and, similarly,

(2.15) U f at∗
Q :=

⋃
I∈W∗

Q

5I, Ω
f at∗
F

:= int

 ⋃
Q′∈DF

U f at∗
Q′

 .
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Let us also introduce a non-tangential maximal function: for every x ∈ ∂Ω we
define

(2.16) N∗u(x) = sup
X∈Γ(x)

|u(X)|, Γ(x) =
⋃

x∈Q∈D

U f at∗
Q .

Note that the sets U f at∗
Q are slightly fatter than U f at

Q , which, in a sense, enlarges
aperture of underlying cones.

A domain Ω is said to satisfy the qualitative exterior Corkscrew condition if
there exists N � 1 such that Ω has exterior corkscrew points at all scales smaller
than 2−N . That is, there exists a constant cN such that for every surface ball ∆ =

∆(x, r), with x ∈ ∂Ω and r ≤ 2−N , there is a ball B(Xext
∆ , cN r) ⊂ B(x, r)∩Ωext, where

Ωext := Rn+1\Ω. Let us observe that if Ω satisfies the qualitative exterior Corkscrew
condition, then every point in ∂Ω is regular in the sense of Wiener. Moreover, for 1-
sided NTA domains, the qualitative exterior Corkscrew points allow local Hölder
continuity at the boundary (albeit with bounds which may depend badly on N).
In the sequel, we shall work with certain approximating domains, for which the
qualitative exterior Corkscrew condition holds (cf. subsections 2.2-2.3 below). Of
course, none of our estimates will depend quantitatively on this condition.

Lemma 2.17 ([HM, Lemmata 3.61 and 3.62]). Suppose that Ω is a 1-sided NTA
domain with an ADR boundary. Then all of its Carleson boxes TQ, and sawtooth
regions ΩF , ΩF ,Q are also 1-sided NTA domains with ADR boundaries. In all
cases, the implicit constants are uniform, and depend only on dimension and on
the corresponding constants for Ω.

Furthermore, if Ω also satisfies the qualitative exterior Corkscrew condition,
then all of its Carleson boxes TQ and sawtooth regions ΩF , ΩF ,Q satisfy the qual-
itative exterior Corkscrew condition.

2.1.2. Harmonic measure and Green function. In the sequel, Ω ⊂ Rn+1, n ≥ 2,
will be a connected, open set, ωX will denote harmonic measure for Ω, with pole
at X. At least in the case that Ω is bounded, we may, as usual, define ωX via
the maximum principle and the Riesz representation theorem, after first using the
method of Perron (see, e.g., [GT, pp. 24–25]) to construct a harmonic function
“associated” to arbitrary continuous boundary data.1 For unbounded Ω, we may
still define harmonic measure via a standard approximation scheme, see, e.g., [HM,
Section 3] for more details. We note for future reference that ωX is a non-negative,
finite, outer regular Borel measure.

By a result proved by Bourgain [Bo] if ∂Ω is n-dimensional ADR, then there
exist uniform constants c ∈ (0, 1) and C ∈ (1,∞), such that for every x ∈ ∂Ω, and
every r ∈ (0, diam(∂Ω)),

(2.18) ωY (∆(x, r)) ≥ 1/C > 0, Y ∈ Ω ∩ B(x, cr) .

In particular, if Ω is a 1-sided NTA domain then for every surface ball ∆, we have

(2.19) ωX∆(∆) ≥ 1/C > 0 .

1Since we have made no assumption as regards Wiener’s regularity criterion, our harmonic func-
tion is a generalized solution, which may not be continuous up to the boundary.
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The Green function is constructed by setting

(2.20) G(X,Y) := E (X − Y) −
∫
∂Ω

E (X − z) dωY (z),

where E (X) := cn|X|1−n is the usual fundamental solution for the Laplacian in
Rn+1. We choose the normalization that makes E positive. In such a way, the
Green function satisfies the following standard properties (see, e.g., [HM, Lemma
3.11]:

• G(X,Y) ≤ C |X − Y |1−n.

• G(X,Y) ≥ c(n, θ) |X − Y |1−n, if |X − Y | ≤ θ δ(X), θ ∈ (0, 1).

• If every point on ∂Ω is regular in the sense of Wiener, then G(X,Y) ≥ 0 and
G(X,Y) = G(Y, X) for all X,Y ∈ Ω, X , Y .

On the other hand, if Ω is a 1-sided NTA domain with n-dimensional ADR
boundary such that Ω satisfies the qualitative exterior corkscrew condition we have
the following Caffarelli-Fabes-Mortola-Salsa estimates (see [HM, Lemma 3.30]):
Given B0 := B(x0, r0) with x0 ∈ ∂Ω, and ∆0 := B0 ∩ ∂Ω, let B := B(x, r), x ∈ ∂Ω,
and ∆ := B ∩ ∂Ω, and suppose that 2B ⊂ B0. Then

(2.21)
1
C
ωX(∆)
σ(∆)

≤
G(X∆, X)

r
≤ C

ωX(∆)
σ(∆)

, X ∈ Ω \ B0.

The constant C depends only on dimension and on the constants in the ADR and
1-sided NTA conditions. As a consequence of (2.21) we obtain as usual that har-
monic measure is doubling (see [HM, Corollary 3.36]). More precisely,

(2.22) ωX(2∆) ≤ CωX(∆), X ∈ Ω \ 4B,

for every surface ball ∆ = B ∩ ∂Ω, where as before C depends only on dimension
and on the constants in the ADR and 1-sided NTA conditions.

Remark 2.23. Let us emphasize that although we have assumed that Ω satisfies the
qualitative exterior corkscrew condition, the constants in (2.21) and (2.22) do not
depend on that qualitative assumption (i.e., constants do not depend on N). This is
because the argument in [HM] to obtain the left hand side inequality of (2.21) uses
this qualitative assumption (with parameter N) to know that it does a priori hold
with a finite constant which may depend very badly on the parameter N. The fact
that the constant is finite allows then to run a hiding argument to eventually show
the desired estimate holds with a uniform bound. We refer the reader to [HM] for
full details.

Remark 2.24. Given a 1-sided NTA domain Ω with ADR boundary satisfying the
qualitative exterior corkscrew condition, we know by Lemma 2.17, that all these
properties are inherited by any Carleson box TQ, global sawtooth ΩF or local saw-
tooth ΩF ,Q. Furthermore, the implicit constants depend only on dimension and the
original constants corresponding to Ω. Thus, (2.21) and (2.22) hold for the har-
monic measures and Green functions associated to each of the previous domains
with uniform bounds.
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2.2. Scheme of the proof. Let Ω be a 1-sided NTA domain with ADR boundary
such that (1.2) holds with E = ∂Ω. As observed above, having in addition the
qualitative exterior corkscrew condition gives us a much richer and friendlier envi-
ronment. To exploit this, we shall first transfer the Riesz transforms bounds from
Ω to some approximating domains ΩN , which are 1-sided NTA domains further
satisfying the qualitative exterior corkscrew condition. In doing that we will be
able to show that all bounds are uniform on N. This is Step 1 in the proof and the
argument is essentially contained in [HM, Appendix C]. Once we are in this nicer
setting, we will establish in Step 2 that boundedness of the Riesz transform implies
uniform rectifiability for each ΩN , with the UR constants uniform in N. That is the
heart of the proof and our main contribution. Finally, in Step 3 we will transfer the
UR property from ΩN to Ω using an argument in [HMU].

2.3. Step 1: Passing to the approximating domains. We define approximating
domains as follows. For each large integer N, set FN := DN . We then let ΩN :=
ΩFN denote the usual (global) sawtooth with respect to the family FN (cf. (2.11),
(2.10) and (2.13).) Thus,

(2.25) ΩN = int

 ⋃
Q∈D: `(Q)≥2−N+1

UQ

 ,

so that ΩN is the union of fattened Whitney cubes I∗ = (1 + λ)I, with `(I) & 2−N ,
and the boundary of ΩN consists of portions of faces of I∗ with `(I) ≈ 2−N . By
virtue of Lemma 2.17, each ΩN satisfies the ADR, Corkscrew and Harnack Chain
properties. We note that, for each of these properties, the constants are uniform in
N, and depend only on dimension and on the corresponding constants for Ω.

By construction ΩN satisfies the qualitative exterior corkscrew condition since
it has exterior corkscrew points at all scales . 2−N . By Lemma 2.17 the same
statement applies to the Carleson boxes TQ, and to the sawtooth domains ΩF and
ΩF ,Q (all of them relative to ΩN) and even to Carleson boxes within sawtooths.

We note that (1.2) implies that there exists a constant C′E depending only on
dimension, the constants in the ADR and 1-sided NTA conditions of Ω and the
constant CE in (1.2) such that for all N � 1 we have
(2.26)

sup
ε>0

∫
∂ΩN

∣∣∣∣∫
{y∈∂ΩN :|x−y|>ε}

x − y
|x − y|n+1 f (y) dHn(y)

∣∣∣∣2 dHn(x) ≤ C′E

∫
∂ΩN

| f |2dHn .

This fact is proved in [HM, Appendix C], using ideas of Guy David. To avoid
possible confusion, we point out that the result in [HM, Appendix C] states that
the UR property may be inferred, uniformly, for the subdomains ΩN , given that
it holds for Ω, but the proof actually shows that the L2 boundedness of any given
singular integral operator, on ∂Ω, may be transferred uniformly to ∂ΩN . Moreover,
in [HM, Appendix C], one works with smoothly truncated singular integrals, but
the error between these and the sharp truncations considered in (2.26) is controlled
by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function.
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2.4. Step 2: The heart of the proof. Having established Step 1, we are in a posi-
tion to show that (2.26) implies uniform rectifiability of ΩN with bounds uniform
in N. In the last step we shall prove that this ultimately implies that Ω inherits the
UR property.

Let us recall that, by virtue of Lemma 2.17, ΩN is a 1-sided NTA domain with
ADR boundary and all the NTA and ADR constants are independent of N. More-
over, ΩN satisfies the qualitative exterior corkscrew condition and thus, (2.21),
(2.22) hold with constants which are, once again, independent of N. By assump-
tions and Step 1, we have also (2.26), that is, the boundedness of Riesz transforms
(in ∂ΩN) with bounds that do not depend on N.

Therefore, abusing the notation, in this step we can drop the index N everywhere
and write Ω to denote the corresponding approximating domain ΩN which is 1-
sided NTA with ADR boundary and satisfies the qualitative exterior corkscrew
condition. Our main assumption is then
(2.27)

sup
ε>0

∫
∂Ω

∣∣∣∣∫
{y∈∂Ω:|x−y|>ε}

x − y
|x − y|n+1 f (y) dHn(y)

∣∣∣∣2 dHn(x) ≤ C∂Ω

∫
∂Ω

| f |2dHn .

We warn the reader that in this step the dyadic grid, sawtooth regions, Carleson
boxes, etc., are with respect to Ω (which now equals ΩN) since this is our ambient
space.

We proceed as in [HM], with a variation that incorporates harmonic measure in
certain places in lieu of surface measure. We have already introduced some nota-
tion from [HM]. However the reader may find convenient to have [HM, Sections
5, 6, 7, 8] handy for more details.

First, recalling the definition of the non-tangential maximal operator (2.16), we
note that the L2 boundedness of the Riesz transform stated in (2.27) implies the
L2 boundedness of the operator f 7→ N∗(∇S f ). This estimate is a standard con-
sequence of Cotlar’s inequality for maximal singular integrals, and we omit the
proof.

Now fix a dyadic cube Q0. Define a local dyadic maximal function

Mdyadic
Q0

f (x) := sup
Q:x∈Q∈DQ0

?
Q
| f | dσ .

Recall that there exists a constant K ≥ 2 depending on the ADR and 1-sided
NTA constants of Ω only such that for any Q there is a ball B∗Q of radius K`(Q)
such that T f at

Q ⊂ 1
4 B∗Q. We also denote by B∗∗Q0

a fattened ball of radius K′`(Q0),
with the value of K′ ≥ K, depending on the ADR and 1-sided NTA constants of Ω

only, to be specified below. Write ∆∗0 = B∗∗Q0
∩ ∂Ω. For M a large constant to be

chosen, set

(2.28) O0 := {x ∈ Q0 : Mdyadic
Q0

(
N∗
(
∇S12∆∗0

))
(x) > M} .

Let us denote by F0 := {Q0
j} ⊂ DQ0 the maximal family of disjoint cubes such that

O0 = ∪F0 Q0
j . Note that by the L2 boundedness of the operator f → N∗(∇S f ), for
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M chosen large enough we have

(2.29) σ(Q0 \ O0) = σ
(
Q0 \ ∪F0 Q0

j
)
≥
(
1 −C M−2)σ(Q0) =: (1 − α)σ(Q0)

with 0 < α � 1. We also note that by the maximality of the dyadic cubes in F0 and
the Lebesgue differentiation theorem one can easily show that for every Q ∈ DF0,Q0

there exists FQ ⊂ Q with σ(FQ) > 0, such that

(2.30) N∗
(
∇S12∆∗0

)
(y) ≤ M, ∀ y ∈ FQ.

This estimate implies that |∇S12∆∗0
(X)| ≤ M for all X in the union of the “cones”

Γ(y) with y ∈ FQ and Q ∈ DF0,Q0 . This covers a big portion of X ∈ Ω
f at∗
F0
∩ B∗∗Q0

but
it is not all of it (take for instance X with δ(X) � `(Q0) and dist(X,Q0) ≈ `(Q0)).
This is a problem when obtaining the key Carleson estimate in Lemma 2.33. In
order to solve this issue we are going to augment the family F0 by adding some
neighbors of Q0. Namely, fix N, τ � 1, to be chosen, and write

CQ0 =
{

Q ∈ D : `(Q) ≤ 2N`(Q0), Q ∩ Q0 = Ø, QN ∩ τB∗∗Q0
, Ø

}
where QN is the unique dyadic cube containing Q with `(Q) = 2N`(Q0). We then
let FCQ0

denote the collection of maximal cubes of CQ0 . These cubes do not meet
Q0 by definition and therefore F1 := F0 ∪ FCQ0

is a family of pairwise disjoint

cubes. Consider Ω
f at
F1

and Ω
f at∗
F1

and note that

σ(∂Ω
f at
F1
∩ Q0) = σ(∂Ω

f at∗
F1
∩ Q0) = σ

(
Q0 \ ∪F0 Q0

j
)
≥ (1 − α)σ(Q0),

that is, the sawtooth regions Ω
f at
F1

, Ω
f at∗
F1

have “ample” contact with Q0.
We claim that

(2.31) |∇S12∆∗0
(X)| ≤ M , X ∈ Ω

f at∗
F1
∩ B∗∗Q0

.

To prove that, we fix X ∈ Ω
f at∗
F1
∩ B∗∗Q0

, so that, in particular, X ∈ U f at∗
Q , Q ∈ DF1 .

Case 1: Q ∈ DQ0 . In this case we necessarily have Q ∈ DF0 and, by defini-
tion, U f at∗

Q ⊂ Γ(y) for any y ∈ FQ. Therefore (2.30) implies that |∇S12∆∗0
(X)| ≤

N∗
(
∇S12∆∗0

)
(y) ≤ M.

Case 2: Q < DQ0 , Q0 ( Q. We first observe that Q0 ∈ DF0,Q0 and therefore (2.30)
gives N∗

(
∇S12∆∗0

)
(y) ≤ M for every y ∈ FQ0 ⊂ Q0 and σ(FQ0) > 0. Then note

that U f at∗
Q ⊂ Γ(y) for every y ∈ Q0, Q ⊃ Q0, and consequently |∇S12∆∗0

(X)| ≤ M.

Case 3: Q < DQ0 , Q0 6( Q. In this case we have Q ∩ Q0 = Ø. Note that since
X ∈ B∗∗Q0

we have
`(Q) ≈ δ(X) ≤ |X − xQ0 | . `(Q0)

and taking N large enough `(Q) ≤ 2N`(Q0). Also, by definition of U f at∗
Q (cf.

(2.15)), we have that X ∈ 5I for some I ∈ W∗
Q, so that

|xQ − xQ0 | . `(Q) + dist(I,Q) + `(I) + |X − xQ0 | . `(Q0).

Thus xQ ∈ τB∗∗Q0
if we take τ large enough, and, with the notation above, QN ∩

τB∗∗Q0
, Ø. Thus Q ∈ CQ0 and by maximality there exists Qmax ∈ FCQ0

with
Q ⊂ Qmax. This contradicts the fact that Q ∈ DF1 and this case is vacuous.
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We next pick ~CQ0 = ∇S1∂Ω\2∆∗0
(xQ0) and obtain by (2.31) and standard Calde-

rón-Zygmund estimates that

(2.32) |∇S1(X) − ~CQ0 | . M , X ∈ Ω
f at∗
F1
∩ B∗∗Q0

.

As mentioned before, in the current step Ω is an approximating domain. Thus
∂Ω is comprised of pieces of faces of Whitney cubes of size ≈ 2−N . Therefore,
qualitatively, ω � σ := Hn

∣∣
∂Ω

. On the other hand, as noted above, the fact
that Ω is actually an approximating domain, and therefore satisfies the qualitative
exterior Corkscrew condition, implies that ω is doubling and that the Caffarelli-
Fabes-Mortola-Salsa estimates hold, with bounds that are independent of N (cf.
(2.21)-(2.22)). We next deduce the following Carleson measure estimate:

Lemma 2.33. Under the previous assumptions

(2.34) sup
Q∈DQ0

1
ωX0(Q)

"
T f at

Q

|∇2S1(X)|2G(X, X0) 1
Ω

f at
F1

(X) dX ≤ M0 ,

where the Carleson normM0 depends on M, and on dimension and the ADR and
1-sided NTA constants for Ω. The point X0 in (2.34) is a corkscrew point for the
surface ball CB∗∗Q0

∩ ∂Ω, where C is chosen sufficiently large (depending on the
ADR and 1-sided NTA constants of Ω only) to guarantee that X0 < B∗∗Q0

.

Proof. We shall prove the lemma by a standard integration by parts argument,
adapted to our setting, using (2.32), and the doubling property of harmonic mea-
sure. Let us define a smooth cut-off function associated to T f at

Q . Recall that B∗Q
has radius Kl(Q) and we have T f at

Q ⊂ 1
4 B∗Q. We then take ΦT f at

Q
∈ C∞0 (Rn+1) with

ΦT f at
Q

= 1 on 1
2 B∗Q and ΦT f at

Q
= 0 in Ω \ B∗Q with |∇kΦT f at

Q
| . l(Q)−k. Taking K′ in

the definition of B∗∗Q0
sufficiently large, one can ensure that for any Q ⊂ Q0 we have

B∗Q ⊂
1
2 B∗∗Q0

and moreover, all regions U f at∗
Q′ that meet B∗Q are strictly inside B∗∗Q0

.
Now fix some Q ⊂ Q0. Then

(2.35)
"

T f at
Q

|∇2S1(X)|2G(X, X0) 1
Ω

f at
F1

(X) dX

≤

"
Ω

f at
F1

|∇2S1(X)|2G(X, X0) ΦT f at
Q

(X) dX

≈

"
Ω

f at
F1

L

(
|∇S1(X) − ~CQ0 |

2
)

G(X, X0) ΦT f at
Q

(X) dX

where L := ∇ · ∇ denotes the usual Laplacian in Rn+1. Recall that Ω is one of the
approximating domains ΩN . Its boundary consists of portions of faces of fattened
Whitney cubes of side length roughly 2−N . Thus, the outward unit normal ν is
well-defined a.e. on ∂Ω, as well as on ∂Ω

f at
F1

, and we can apply the divergence

theorem to integrate by parts. Let us write σ? = Hn
∣∣
∂Ω

f at
F1

. Since X0 < B∗Q ∩Ω
f at
F1

,

we have that G(X, X0) is harmonic in B∗Q ∩Ω
f at
F1
∩Ω, and of course vanishes on ∂Ω.
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Therefore, by Green’s formula,

(2.36)
"

T f at
Q

|∇2S1(X)|2G(X, X0) 1
Ω

f at
F1

(X) dX . I + II + III

where

I =

∫
∂Ω∩∂Ω

f at
F1

|∇S1(x) − ~CQ0 |
2 ΦT f at

Q
(x) dωX0(x),

II =

"
Ω

f at
F1

|∇S1(X) − ~CQ0 |
2
(
|∇G(X, X0)| |∇ΦT f at

Q
(X)|

+ |G(X, X0)| |∇2ΦT f at
Q

(X)|
)

dX,

and

III =

∫
∂Ω

f at
F1
\∂Ω

(∣∣∂ν(|∇S1(x) − ~CQ0 |
2)∣∣ |G(x, X0)| |ΦT f at

Q
(x)|

+ |∇S1(x) − ~CQ0 |
2 |G(x, X0)| |∂νΦT f at

Q
(x)|

+ |∇S1(x) − ~CQ0 |
2 |∂νG(x, X0)| |ΦT f at

Q
(x)|
)

dσ?(x) .

We start with I. Since we are working in an approximating domain, the estimate
(2.32) carries all the way to ∂Ω ∩ ∂Ω

f at
F1

(a.e.), by standard trace theory for layer
potentials. Moreover ω � σ (qualitatively, in the approximating domains), as
noted above. Hence,

(2.37) I . M2
∫

∆∗Q

dωX0(X) . M2ωX0(Q),

where as usual, ∆∗Q := B∗Q ∩ ∂Ω, and we have used the doubling property (2.22) to
obtain the last inequality.

For II, we use (2.32) and interior estimates for harmonic functions to write

II . M2
"

B∗Q

(
G(X, X0)
δ(X)`(Q)

+
G(X, X0)
`(Q)2

)
dX . M2

"
B∗Q

G(X, X0)
δ(X)`(Q)

dX.

Define I∗Q = {I ∈ W : I ∩ B∗Q , Ø}. For each I ∈ I∗Q we let QI ∈ D be such
that `(QI) = `(I) and dist(I,QI) ≈ `(I) (take for instance QI that contains xI ∈ ∂Ω

where δ(X(I)) = |X(I) − xI | with X(I) being the center of I). Note that QI ⊂ C ∆∗Q
and also that if QI = QI′ then dist(I, I′) . `(I) = `(I′). This implies that the family
{QI : `(I) = 2−k} has bounded overlap. Then by the Harnack chain condition,
(2.21) and (2.22) we obtain

(2.38) II . M2
∑
I∈I∗Q

G(XI , X0) `(I)n

`(Q)
. M2

∑
I∈I∗Q

`(I)
`(Q)

ωX0(QI)

= M2
∑

k:2−k.`(Q)

2−k

`(Q)

∑
I∈I∗Q:`(I)=2−k

ωX0(QI) . M2ωX0(C ∆∗Q) . M2ωX0(Q).
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Finally, we estimate III. Note that by construction, (2.32) gives |∇S1(x)− ~CQ0 | .

M for every x ∈
(
∂Ω

f at
F1
\ ∂Ω

)
∩ B∗Q. Moreover, by (2.32) and interior estimates for

harmonic functions, for x ∈
(
∂Ω

f at
F1
\ ∂Ω

)
∩ B∗Q we also have∣∣∣∂ν (|∇S1(X) − ~CQ0 |

2
)∣∣∣ . |∇(∇S1(X) − ~CQ0)| |∇S1(X) − ~CQ0 | .

M2

δ(x)
.

Then proceeding as before

III . M2
∫(

∂Ω
f at
F1
\∂Ω
)
∩B∗Q

(
G(x, X0)
δ(x)

+
G(x, X0)
`(Q)

)
dσ?(x)

. M2
∫(

∂Ω
f at
F1
\∂Ω
)
∩B∗Q

G(x, X0)
δ(x)

dσ?(x).

Let us briefly state the strategy to estimate the last term. Notice that Σ = Ω
f at
F1
\

∂Ω consists of portions of faces of some fattened Whitney cubes. Take one of these
Whitney cubes, say J, and choose some dyadic cube QJ such that `(QJ) ≈ `(J) and
dist(J,QJ) ≈ `(J). Then (2.21) imply∫

Σ∩J

G(x, X0)
δ(x)

dσ?(x) .
ωX0(QJ)
`(QJ)n Hn(Σ ∩ J) . ωX0(QJ).

From here it remains to sum in J. For that, we will need to have some bounded
overlap property, which we shall obtain by choosing a particular collection of QJ’s.
Let us make this precise by using some ideas from [HM, Appendix A.3]. First,
we observe that Σ = ∂Ω

f at
F1
\ ∂Ω consists of (portions of) faces of certain fattened

Whitney cubes 4J, with int(4J) ⊂ Ω
f at
F1

, which meet some I ∈ W such that I <W∗
Q

for any Q ∈ DF1 . If for each such I, we let Q∗I denote the nearest dyadic cube to
I with `(I) = `(Q∗I ), then I ∈ W∗

Q∗I
, whence it follows that Q∗I ⊂ Q j, for some

Q j ∈ F1. On the other hand, since int(4J) ⊂ Ω
f at
F1

we have that J ∈ W∗
QJ

for some
QJ ∈ DF1 . In, particular QJ is not contained in Q j and therefore, upon a moment’s
reflection, one may readily see that dist(Q∗I , ∂Ω \ Q j) . `(Q∗I ). Thus, as an easy
consequence of the properties of the dyadic cubes, we may select a descendant of
Q∗I , call it QI , of comparable size, in such a way that

(2.39) dist(QI , ∂Ω \ Q j) ≈ `(I) ≈ `(QI) ,

while of course retaining the property that dist(QI , I) ≈ `(I).
For each Q j ∈ F1, we set

RQ j := ∪Q′∈DQ j
W∗

Q′ ,

and denote by F ∗1 the sub-collection of those Q j ∈ F1 such that there is an I ∈ RQ j

for which B∗Q ∩ Σ meets I. For a given I ∈ RQ j , the relevant Q′ ∈ DQ j , such that
I ∈ W∗

Q′ , is Q′ = Q∗I . Set Σ j := Σ ∩ (∪I∈RQ j
I) and note that Σ ⊂ ∪ jΣ j. We observe

that by (2.39), for j fixed, the cubes QI have bounded overlaps as the index runs
over those I ∈ RQ j which meet Σ. Indeed, (2.39) says that two cubes QI and QI′

cannot meet unless `(I) ≈ `(I′), and by a simple geometric packing argument, the
cubes QI , corresponding to a collection {I} of Whitney boxes having comparable
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size, clearly have bounded overlaps. We note that if x ∈ I ∩ Σ j ∩ B∗Q, then by the
Harnack chain condition and (2.21) we have

G(x, X0)
δ(x)

.
ωX0(QI)
`(I)n .

Moreover, σ?(I∩Σ) = Hn(I∩Σ) . `(I)n, since Σ∩ I consists of a bounded number
of (portions of) faces of certain fattened Whitney cubes with side length of the
order of `(I). Thus, for every j such that Q j ∈ F

∗
1

(2.40)
∫

Σ j∩B∗Q

G(x, X0)
δ(x)

dσ?(x) ≤
∑

I∈RQ j

∫
Σ∩I∩B∗Q

G(x, X0)
δ(x)

dσ?(x)

.
∑

I∈RQ j

ωX0(QI) . ωX0(Q j ∩C∆∗Q) ,

by the bounded overlap property of the QI’s. It follows that

(2.41) III . M2
∑

j: Q j∈F
∗
1

∫
Σ j∩B∗Q

G(x, X0)
δ(x)

dσ?(x)

. M2
∑

j: Q j∈F
∗
1

ωX0(Q j ∩C∆∗Q) . M2ωX0(Q),

where in the last inequality we have used the pairwise disjointness of the Q j’s, and
also the doubling property (2.22). We may then plug (2.37), (2.38) and (2.41) into
(2.36), to conclude as desired that (2.34) holds, withM0 ≈ M2. �

We now define

(2.42) αQ :=
∫∫

U f at
Q

|∇2S1(X)|2 G(X, X0) dX , Q ∈ DF0,Q0 ,

and set αQ ≡ 0, for all Q ∈ DQ0
j
, and for every Q0

j ∈ F0. Given any sub-collection
D′ ⊂ DQ0 , we define

(2.43) m(D′) :=
∑
Q∈D′

αQ .

By (2.34), m satisfies the discrete Carleson measure condition

m(DQ) .M0 ω
X0(Q) , Q ∈ DF0,Q0 ,

(cf. [HM, Section 8.1]) and m(DQ) = 0, for all Q contained in any Q0
j ∈ F0. Since

m is non-zero only in DF0,Q0 , we have that

(2.44) m(DQ) .M0 ω0(Q) , Q ∈ DQ0 ,

where

(2.45) ω0 := Pσ
F0
ωX0 ,
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and in general, the projection of a Borel measure µ with respect to a pairwise
disjoint family F := {Q j} ⊂ D, in terms of another Borel measure ν, is defined by

(2.46) P ν
F µ(A) := µ(A \ ∪FQ j) +

∑
F

ν(A ∩ Q j)
ν(Q j)

µ(Q j).

In particular, we have that P ν
F
µ(Q) = µ(Q), for every Q ∈ DF (i.e., for Q not

contained in any Q j ∈ F ), and also that P ν
F
µ(Q j) = µ(Q j) for every Q j ∈ F .

We now claim that ω0 ∈ Adyadic
∞ (Q0) with respect to σ, that is, for every Q ∈ DQ0

and F ⊂ Q, we have

(2.47)
ω0(F)
ω0(Q)

≤ C
(
σ(F)
σ(Q)

)θ
.

Let us momentarily accept this claim, and show that it implies that ∂Ω is UR. To
this end, since Q0 ∈ D was arbitrary, it is enough to show that ωX0 ∈ Adyadic

∞ (Q0)
uniformly in Q0: indeed the latter property plus (2.22) imply that ωX∆ ∈ A∞(∆) for
every surface ball ∆, whence it follows immediately by [HMU, Theorem 1.22] that
∂Ω is UR. In turn, again since Q0 ∈ D is arbitrary, by the arguments of Bennewitz
and Lewis [BL] (for which, one may also consult [HM, Section 8]), to establish the
dyadic A∞ property, it suffices to show that there are constants η0, c0 ∈ (0, 1) such
that for every Borel set A ⊂ Q0, we have

(2.48) σ(A) > (1 − η0)σ(Q) =⇒ ωX0(A) ≥ c0 .

To prove this, we observe that, given such an A, for uniform choices of η0 small
enough, and M (in (2.28)) large enough, we have that (2.29) implies σ(A \ O0) ≥
c1σ(Q0) for some uniform constant c1 > 0. Therefore ω0(A \ O0) & ω0(Q0), since
our claimed dyadic A∞ property (2.47) implies immediately the converse of itself.
The latter fact is standard (see [HM, Lemma B.7] in the present context) since σ
and ω0 are dyadically doubling (for the latter we invoke [HM, Lemma B.1] and
(2.22)). It therefore follows that

ωX0(A) ≥ ωX0(A \ O0) = ω0(A \ O0) & ω0(Q0) = ωX0(Q0) ≈ 1 ,

where we have used (in the two equalities) the definition of the projection operator
Pσ
F0

, and finally Bourgain’s estimate (cf. (2.19)). Thus, (2.48) holds, and as ex-
plained above, this concludes the proof of the uniform rectifiability of ∂Ω, modulo
the claim (2.47).

We now turn to the proof of (2.47). We first record a few preliminary obser-
vations. Recall that we are working in an approximating domain, so that ωX0 is
doubling, with a uniform constant that depends only upon dimension and the con-
stants in the ADR and 1-sided NTA conditions. By [HM, Lemma B.1], we then
have thatω0 is dyadically doubling (again with the same dependence). Our strategy
is to use [HM, Lemma 8.5] but with the roles of σ and ω reversed, and in our case,
with ω = ω0. We note that [HM, Lemma 8.5] is a purely real variable result, and
the only requirement on the two measures involved is that they are non-negative,
dyadically doubling Borel measures (see [HM, Remark 8.9]). This role reversal of
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σ and ω0 is required by the fact that our discrete Carleson condition (2.44) is ex-
pressed in terms of ω0. To be precise we state that result in the formulation needed
here:

Lemma 2.49 (See [HM, Lemma 8.5, Remark 8.9]). We fix Q0 ∈ D. Let σ and ω0
be a pair of non-negative, dyadically doubling Borel measures on Q0, and let m be
a discrete Carleson measure with respect to ω0 (cf. (2.44)) with

sup
Q′∈DQ0

m(DQ′)
ω0(Q′)

≤ M0.

Suppose that there is a γ > 0 such that for every Q ∈ DQ0 and every family of
pairwise disjoint dyadic subcubes F = {Q j} ⊂ DQ verifying

(2.50) sup
Q′∈DF ,Q

m(DQ′)
ω0(Q′)

≤ γ ,

we have that Pω0
F
σ satisfies the following property:

(2.51)

∀ ε ∈ (0, 1), ∃Cε > 1 such that
(

F ⊂ Q,
ω0(F)
ω0(Q)

≥ ε =⇒
P
ω0
F
σ(F)

P
ω0
F
σ(Q)

≥
1

Cε

)
.

Then, there exist η0 ∈ (0, 1) and C0 < ∞ such that, for every Q ∈ DQ0 ,

(2.52) F ⊂ Q,
ω0(F)
ω0(Q)

≥ 1 − η0 =⇒
σ(F)
σ(Q)

≥
1

C0
.

Remark 2.53. Let us point out that (2.52) says that σ ∈ Adyadic
∞ (Q0, ω0). This in

turn is equivalent to ω0 ∈ Adyadic
∞ (Q0, σ) since σ and ω0 are dyadically doubling,

see [HM, Lemma B.7].

To show that (2.50) implies (2.51) we record for the reader’s convenience that

P
ω0
F
σ(F) := σ(F \ ∪FQ j) +

∑
F

ω0(F ∩ Q j)
ω0(Q j)

σ(Q j) ;(2.54)

Pσ
Fω0(F) := ω0(F \ ∪FQ j) +

∑
F

σ(F ∩ Q j)
σ(Q j)

ω0(Q j)(2.55)

(cf. (2.46)). We next note that (2.51) holds trivially, with Q replaced by any Q̃
contained in some Q j ∈ F . Indeed, in that case we have by (2.54), that for F ⊂
Q̃ ⊂ Q j ∈ F ,

P
ω0
F
σ(F)

P
ω0
F
σ(Q̃)

=

ω0(F)
ω0(Q j)

σ(Q j)

ω0(Q̃)
ω0(Q j)

σ(Q j)
=
ω0(F)
ω0(Q̃)

.

Moreover, (2.50) holds also with Q replaced by any Q̃ ∈ DF ,Q. Therefore, by the
usual self-improvement properties for (dyadic) A∞ weights, it is enough to show
that, given (2.50) with γ small enough, there are constants η1, c1 ∈ (0, 1) such that

(2.56) F ⊂ Q,
ω0(F)
ω0(Q)

≥ 1 − η1 =⇒
P
ω0
F
σ(F)

P
ω0
F
σ(Q)

≥ c1 ,
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since the same will then hold also for every Q̃ ∈ DF ,Q. In turn, to verify the latter
implication, our strategy will be to prove that, given (2.50) with γ small enough,
we have

(2.57) PσFω0 ∈ Adyadic
∞ (Q), with respect toσ .

We defer momentarily the proof of this fact, and we show that (2.57) implies (2.56).
There are two cases. We now fix η1 so that 1 − 3η1 > 3/4, and suppose that
ω0(F) ≥ (1 − η1)ω0(Q).

Case 1: ω0(Q \ ∪FQ j) ≥ 2η1ω0(Q). In this case, by definition (2.55),

Pσ
Fω0(F \ ∪FQ j) = ω0(F \ ∪FQ j) ≥ η1 ω0(Q) = η1P

σ
Fω0(Q) .

Consequently, by (2.57), we have

σ(F \ ∪FQ j) ≥ Cη1σ(Q).

We now obtain (2.56) from properties of the projection operator (2.54).

Case 2: ω0(Q \ ∪FQ j) ≤ 2η1ω0(Q). In this case, we then have that∑
F

ω0(Q j) ≥ (1 − 2η1)ω0(Q) .

Set F ′ :=
{

Q j ∈ F : ω0(F ∩ Q j) ≥ 1
3ω0(Q j)

}
. It follows that

(2.58)
∑
F ′

ω0(Q j) ≥
1
3
ω0(Q) ,

for if not, we would have

(1 − η1)ω0(Q) ≤ ω0(F) =
∑
F ′

ω0(F ∩ Q j) +
∑
F \F ′

ω0(F ∩ Q j) + ω0(F \ ∪FQ j)

≤
2
3
ω0(Q) + 2η1ω0(Q) ,

which contradicts that we have chosen 1 − 3η1 > 3/4. Moreover, by definition of
the projections, we have that for each Q j ∈ F , Pσ

F
ω0(Q j) = ω0(Q j), so by (2.57)

and (2.58), we have ∑
F ′

σ(Q j) ≥ cσ(Q) = cPω0
F
σ(Q) .

Thus,

P
ω0
F
σ(F) ≥

∑
F ′

ω0(F ∩ Q j)
ω0(Q j)

σ(Q j) ≥
1
3

∑
F ′

σ(Q j) & P
ω0
F
σ(Q) ,

as desired.
It therefore remains only to verify (2.57), assuming that (2.50) holds for γ suffi-

ciently small. Let F2 denote the maximal elements of F ∪F0. By definition of ω0,
Pσ
F
ω0 has a constant density with respect to σ, on any cube Q that is contained in
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any Q j ∈ F2; thus, in proving (2.57), we may henceforth assume that Q ∈ DF2,Q0 .
As in [HM, Section 8.1], it follows from (2.50) that

(2.59) sup
Q′∈DQ

1
ωX0(Q′)

"
Ω

f at
F2 ,Q

′

|∇2S1(X)|2G(X, X0) dX ≤ C γ .

We proceed as in [HM, Proof of Lemma 5.10] and use the notation there. Let us
fix Q′ ∈ DF2,Q, and let Φ ∈ C∞0 (Rn+1) be a smooth cut-off adapted to Q′. Let
r ≈ `(Q′), and let L := ∇ · ∇, as before, denote the Laplacian in Rn+1. By [HM,
Lemma 3.55] there exists an (n + 1)-dimensional ball B′Q′ of radius comparable to
r such that B′Q′ ⊂ BQ′ , B′Q′ ∩ Ω ⊂ TQ′ , and ΩF2,Q ∩ B′Q′ = ΩF2,Q′ ∩ B′Q′ . We then
have that by the ADR property,

(2.60) ωX0(Q′) ≈
ωX0(Q′)
σ(Q′)

rn ≈
ωX0(Q′)
σ(Q′)

∫
∂Ω

Φ dσ =
ωX0(Q′)
σ(Q′)

〈−LS1,Φ〉

=
ωX0(Q′)
σ(Q′)

"
Rn+1

(
∇S1(X) − ∇S1(2∆∗Q′ )

c(xQ′) − ~α
)
· ∇Φ(X) dX

.
ωX0(Q′)
σ(Q′)

1
r

"
B′Q′

∣∣∇S1(X) − ∇S1(2∆∗Q′ )
c(xQ′) − ~α

∣∣ dX

=
ωX0(Q′)
σ(Q′)

1
r

("
Ω∩B′Q′

+

"
Ωext∩B′Q′

)

=
ωX0(Q′)
σ(Q′)

1
r

("
ΩF2 ,Q

′∩B′Q′
+

"(
Ω\ΩF2 ,Q

)
∩B′Q′

+

"
Ωext∩B′Q′

)

=:
ωX0(Q′)
σ(Q′)

1
r

(
I + II + III

)
,

where ~α is a constant vector at out disposal and Ωext := Rn+1 \Ω.

We deal with term I first. Let ε > 0 be a small number to be determined and
observe that

I =

"
ΩF2(εr),Q′∩B′Q′

+

"(
ΩF2 ,Q\ΩF2(εr),Q′

)
∩B′Q′

=: I′ + I′′ ,

where in ΩF2(εr),Q′ we have that δ(X) & εr, and where ΩF2,Q \ ΩF2(εr),Q′ is a thin
“collar region” of thickness . εr (see [HM, Section 4]). As in [HM, Proof of
Lemma 5.10] we next pick

~α :=
1

|ΩF2(εr),Q′ |

"
ΩF2(εr),Q′

(
∇S1(X) − ∇S1(2∆∗Q′ )

c(xQ′)
)

dX

and it is shown in [HM, Proof of Lemma 5.10] that |~α| ≤ C.
Term I′′ is estimated as in [HM, Proof of Lemma 5.10] by means of an Lq bound

for ∇S1κQ′ :
ωX0(Q′)
σ(Q′)

1
r

I′′ . εβ ωX0(Q′) ,
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for some β > 0, which may be hidden by choice of ε small enough. For such an ε
now fixed, we now turn to term I′, bearing in mind that in the domain of integration
in this term, we have that r ≈ δ(X), with implicit constants depending on ε. We use
the Poincaré inequality proved in [HM, Lemma 4.8]:"

ΩF2(εr),Q′

∣∣∇S1(X) − ∇S1(2∆∗Q′ )
c(xQ′) − ~α

∣∣2dX ≤ Cε r2
"

Ω
f at
F2(εr),Q′

|∇2S1(X)|2dX.

By this estimate, Cauchy-Schwarz, (2.21), Harnack, and (2.59), we therefore ob-
tain that

ωX0(Q′)
σ(Q′)

1
r

I′ ≤ Cε

(
ωX0(Q′)

)1/2

(
G(XQ′ , X0)

r

"
Ω

f at
F2(εr),Q′

|∇2S1(X)|2 δ(X) dX

)1/2

≤ Cε

(
ωX0(Q′)

)1/2

("
Ω

f at
F2(εr),Q′

|∇2S1|2 G(X, X0) dX

)1/2

≤ Cε γ
1/2 ωX0(Q′) ,

which also may be hidden, by choice of γ small enough (depending of course
on ε). Thus, after hiding term I, and canceling ωX0(Q′) in (2.60), we have that
rn+1 . II + III. Moreover, since ∇S1κQ′ enjoys an Lq estimate, as in [HM, Proof
of Lemma 5.10], we have that

II + III . |
(
ΩF2,Q

)
ext ∩ B′Q′ |

1/q′r(n+1)/q + |
(
ΩF2,Q

)
ext ∩ B′Q′ | ,

and therefore

rn+1 . |
(
ΩF2,Q

)
ext ∩ B′Q′ | .

Thus, by [HM, Lemma 5.7, proof of Lemma 5.10], ΩF2,Q satisfies a two-sided
Corkscrew condition, at all scales . `(Q). Consequently, by [DJ], we have that
ω

XQ
? , the harmonic measure for ΩF2,Q, with pole at XQ, belongs to A∞(∂ΩF2,Q),

with respect to surface measure σ? := Hn|ΩF2 ,Q
. Here, XQ is a common Corkscrew

point for Ω, with respect to Q, and for ΩF2,Q, with respect to ∂ΩF2,Q (where we
view the latter as a surface ball on itself, of radius ≈ `(Q)). That such a common
Corkscrew point exists is proved in [HM, Proposition 6.4]. Then by [HM, Lemma
B.6, Lemma 6.15], we have that Pσ

F2
ωXQ belongs to Adyadic

∞ (Q), with respect to σ.
We further observe that X0, as chosen in Lemma 2.33, is effectively a Corkscrew
point relative to Q0, by the Harnack Chain condition. Thus, by a comparison prin-
ciple argument (see [HM, Corollary 3.69]), we may change the pole to obtain that
Pσ
F2
ωX0 belongs to Adyadic

∞ (Q). Note that by definition, Pσ
F2

= Pσ
F
Pσ
F0

. Using this
fact, and the definition of ω0 (see (2.45)), we obtain as desired (2.57):

PσFω0 = Pσ
FP

σ
F0
ωX0 = Pσ

F2
ωX0 ∈ Adyadic

∞ (Q).

2.5. Step 3: UR for E. From the previous step, and recalling that abusing the
notation Ω is really ΩN , we know that ∂ΩN is UR with uniform bounds. Then we
invoke [HMU, Section 2.6, Remark 2.93] and conclude that ∂Ω is UR as desired.
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